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ror Ill -20, tk»lve the YOUR "IIJRN Problem that is modeled after the Example.

YOUR TURN
Example

'l'he formula for the volume of a rectangu lar prism 

is V = Bh. Find the volu e of the prism below.
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logDrn3
17m

The formula for the volume of a pyramid is

V=%Bh. Find the volume of the pyramid below.

12 cm
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A square pyramid is packaged inside a box. The

space inside the box around the pyramid is then

filled with protective foam. About how many cubic

inches of foam is needed to fill the space around

the pyramid?
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4 Density is mass divided by volume. Find the

density of an aluminum block with a mass of 35

grams and dimensions 2 cm by 7 cm by 1 cm.
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The formula for the volume of a rectangular

prism is V=Bh. Find the volume of the prism

below.
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The formula for the volume of a pyramid is

V=%Bh. Find the volume of the pyramid below.

7 yd

84 yd 3
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A square pyramid is packaged inside a box. The

space inside the box around the pyramid is then

filled with protective foam. About how many

cubic inches of foam is needed to fill the space

around the pyramid?

9 inches

9 inches
9 inches
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@ The formula for the volume of a cylinder is

V = Bh = Ttreh. Find the volume of the cylinder

below as an exact and estimated answer.

5

7 km 44 g

Density is mass divided by volume. Find the

density of an iron blcxk with a mass of 441

grams and dimensions 7 cm by 4 cm by 2 cm.

-no xz cm 3
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The formula for the volume of a cylinder is

V = Bh = ltreh. Find the volume of the cylinder
below as an exact and estimated answer.
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8 km
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the volume of a cone

the volutne oc the cone
exset and estttttatea answer.

tom
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for tir volume o ere is
nnd the volume of the sphere below as

an exst and estimated answer.

aoq8rr jn

The formula for the volume o
VE %Bh A sluare pyramid with height 10 cm has

a volume of 160/3 cms. What should the side
length of the quare pyv - nid?

3
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The formula for the volume o 9

V= %Bh= %xreh. A cone with height 10 cm has

a volume of 2507t/3 cm3. What should the
radius of the cone?

Frmula for the volume of a cyh 10

. Eh = ltreh. A cylinder with height 10 cm has

a•volume of 907t cm3. What should the radius

of the cylindéff?

Tr ø r z • 10

11 The formula for the vol cre is 11

V= 4/3776. A sphere has a volume of 327t/3 cm3.

What should the radius of the sphere?

3

'J'hc fortnuJa the

as an cru;'

'J'he formula ror thc voiurne
V = 4/«,". Jind the voiurre;

as an exact and eshrnzi'Z

'Jhe forrnula for the vo
A square pyrzrrud v.'tii

has a volume of J GZO/3 What
the side Jength of the square

"Jhe forrnula the voiume

V= l/øzreh A core
has a volume of 980z/3

the radius of the r=meq

L.-r,rz-zo

'Ihe formula for the volume 

= Bh= Mh A cyhr&vrfr

has a volume of 1280z
the radius of the cyiir&?

"Ihe formula for the volume of

V= A voiuæ
of 500%/3 cm'. What shøuid
the sphere?
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A globe with a diameterof 12 cm is wrapped in a 
culk' with the *Ime dimensions as the spheres
diameter. Foam is to cover the sphere in the to
prevent it from being damaged. What should be
the volume of the foam?

s
s

An ice cream cone shown cm 
with a total height of 18 cm. What should be the
volume of the ice cream cone?

V z ZIT r 
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Cavalieri's principle clai
that a stack of coins have the .
same volume no matter how
the coins are stacked. Write
what is true about the
cylinders Bonaventura

Cavalieri of
Milan, Italy
1598-1647

They hqvc same 10iune
æeaus•c each ton mgt-he same 

@
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A glolx• with a diameterof 24 cm is wrapped

in a cube with the same dimensions as the
sphere's diameter. Foam is to cover the
sphere m the Ex»x to prevent it from being
damaged. What should the volume of the

foam?

24 3 
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An ice cream cone show

24 cm with a total height of 36 cm. What

should the volume of the ice cream cone?

ggo-trc
9047.

'Ihvvo prisms are constructed using etal

triangles. Each prism has the same height, ut

one is slanted as shown. Write what is true about

the prisms

They will have ihc sane VDlul
because each pusm has fit)

Mea.
hew.ugiaLk

@ Given is stack of pennies, eac @ Given 
thickness 

is a 
of 
stack 

1 millimeter.
of dimes, each with a

with a thickness of I millimeter.

'Mie diameter of a penny is 19.05 The diameter of a dime is 21.21 mm.

mm. What should volume of the What should be volume of the stack?

2
10.

CT)a.B25Y 2515. mm

16 Given is a stack of books, each 9 16 Given is a s
What should

by 12 by 1 inch. What should by 
volume 

12 by 
of 

1 
the 
inch. 

stack?
volume of the stack?

009 420 3



A and F are ShOWtt on
Cavalrn•s should the

Cslinder B

Cones and Bar ",vn on
Cavalien•s frtnctp »uld the volume
of eeh c•ne?

10m 10m

vs -L iT-ræh
Cone A Cone B
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Cylinder B

08) Cones A and B are shown below. Baud on
Cavalieri's Principle, what should thc
volume of cach cone?

24 in

14 in

Cone A

(-53 7 2 L

C = 93

14in

Cone B


